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WHAT IS TINOHACKS?
TinoHacks III is a 29-hour hackathon run by Cupertino High School students, primarily
directed towards high schoolers in the Bay Area. Last year, TinoHacks II took place at
42 US in Fremont. Over the past two years, TinoHacks has hosted 15 mentors and 600
applicants out of which 19 percent were female and 22 percent were first-time
hackers, who created a total of 65 projects in 24 hours. We would not have been able
to do this with the help of our 25 sponsors. This year, we hope to expand our event to a
broader audience and continue to inspire high schoolers to make their innovative ideas
a reality. TinoHacks III will be taking place on April 20-21, 2019. Some of Silicon
Valley's most talented and ingenious students will gather and put their heads together
to create pioneering solutions to challenges that exist in our world today. Tinohacks III
aims to provide students with a brilliant environment to develop their entrepreneurial
and coding expertise.

WHY SPONSOR TINOHACKS?
TinoHacks III is completely organized by a team of highly dedicated high school
students who are committed to helping people explore their passion for programming.
If your company chooses to sponsor TinoHacks III, you will be given the opportunity to
positively impact numerous students, as well as share your ideas with the engineers,
entrepreneurs, and programmers of tomorrow. Along with receiving a first look into the
future of technology, you will also be given an option to provide any resources such as,
but not limited to APIs, prizes, and mentors, all of which play a crucial role in inspiring
participants. Though TinoHacks may not be able to oﬀer the same recruiting options as
that of a college hackathon, our sponsors will still be given the precious opportunity to
interact and form relationships of great value with the developers of the future.
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WHERE WILL YOUR MONEY GO?
The money will go towards paying for food, swag, prizes, venue, and anything needed to
make TinoHacks III the best experience it can be for hackers, mentors, and sponsors.
Funds will be dedicated solely to achieve this. TinoHacks III is supported by Hack Club, a
501(c)(3) registered nonprofit organization and the oﬃcial fiscal sponsor for TinoHacks
III. Please take note that all funds made to Hack Club on behalf of TinoHacks III are tax
deductible.

OTHER WAYS TO SUPPORT TINOHACKS
•
•
•
•
•

Send mentors or tech evangelists to aid participants in their projects
Sponsor a meal (4 meals will be served at the event) or a snack
Provide hardware or software tools for hackers
Send final round judges
If you have any questions or ideas, email us at hello@tinohacks.tech

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

INSTAGRAM

DEVPOST

LIGHTROOM

@tinohacks

@tinohacks

@tinohacks

@tinohacksII

bit.ly/2vOJ7hw
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SPONSORSHIP TIERS
PLANET
= choose one or the other

$1K

STAR

GALAXY

UNIVERSE

3 MIN

5 MIN

KEYNOTE

1

1

2

$3K

$5K

$8K

GENERAL
SEND MENTORS
BRING HARDWARE
OPENING DEMO
CUSTOM AWARD
SPONSOR TABLE
WORKSHOP/TALK
SEND JUDGE
CLOSING TALK

BRANDING
SEND MENTORS
BRING HARDWARE
OPENING DEMO
CUSTOM AWARD
SPONSOR TABLE
WORKSHOP/TALK

EVANGELISM
SEND MENTORS
BRING HARDWARE
OPENING DEMO
CUSTOM AWARD
SPONSOR TABLE
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